ROUND 1: Please do not open folder until told to do so.

SCENARIO: Two visitors face the scientist. The scientist shields an image from the visitors’ view with this folder. The visitors use a piece of scratch paper to write what the scientist tells them to draw. The scientist must get the visitors to replicate the original image as closely as possible.

RULES:

• Manilla folders hide what visitors draw from the scientist and others – no peeking!!

• No conversation between members of the public is allowed.

• Visitors cannot ask questions or speak to the scientist.

• The scientist cannot draw with their hands.
ROUND 2: Please do not open folder until told to do so.

SCENARIO: Two visitors face the scientist. The scientist shields an image from the visitors’ view with this folder. The visitors use a piece of scratch paper to write what the scientist tells them to draw. The scientist must get the visitors to replicate the original image as closely as possible.

RULES:

• Manilla folders hide what visitors draw from the scientist and others – no peeking!!

• Scientist can see what visitors draw, and visitors can each see what the other is drawing.

• No conversation or questions are allowed between visitors and scientist.

• The scientist cannot draw with their hands.
ROUND 3: Please do not open folder until told to do so.

SCENARIO: Two visitors face the scientist. The scientist shields an image from the visitors’ view with this folder. The visitors use a piece of scratch paper to write what the scientist tells them to draw. The scientist must get the visitors to replicate the original image as closely as possible.

RULES:

• Manilla folders hide what visitors draw from the scientist and others – no peeking!!

• No conversation between members of the public is allowed.

• Visitors can ask questions, and the scientist can respond.
• The scientist cannot draw with their hands.